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Management summary
• European rail freight is expected to grow, supported by strong political aspiration

• The DAC technology is one of the key elements for rail freight to cope with the growth and to deliver on 
expectations

• DAC will require an initial ~ €10 bn investment for equipping around 460.000 freight wagons and 17.000 locos in 
Europe

• DAC has a strong positive effect on the sectoral performance, modal shift, external costs, GHG emissions and 
energy savings

• Four ‘tech package’ scenarios were reviewed: ranging from basic DAC 4 to DAC 5 with many components, also to 
identify the benefit delta between the different technologies

• In all cases, the B/C ratio is positive with 1.5 to 2.8 over 30 years but only 0.5 to 1.1 over 10 years.
From a short and long term perspective, DAC 5 with additional components scores highest.

• The DAC project is therefore very beneficial from a societal perspective (30y), but for a positive business case 
(10y), public financial support is required
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Introduction

What is the problem to be solved (“why DAC”)?

European rail freight is facing three principal challenges: productivity, quality and rail network capacity. 

One of the main reasons is how freight trains are operated and handled, especially in shunting and train preparation, 
requiring a lot of manual / human intervention, creating inefficiencies and (transport) time losses. There is also no 
common, interoperable technical basis existing for further digitalization and automation of freight trains.

At the same time, EU’s Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy specifies the need to increase rail freight with 100% 
by 2050 and to contribute to delivering the European Green Deal.

As building new infrastructure faces a lot of challenges, a significant part of future volumes must be transported on 
existing infrastructure (“smart capacity”). Train lengths (within given infrastructure limitations), loads, speeds and train 
density on the network have to be increased. Process times in stations and yards have to be significantly shortened. 
This acceleration is only possible by automation, with manual intervention taking place only in case of malfunctions.

In addition, European railway undertakings will have to face, in the next years, a shrinking workforce due to retire-
ment, whilst they – currently – only can offer low-attractive workplaces with high physical intensity for ground staff.
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Introduction

What is the proposed solution?

A Digital Automatic Coupler (DAC), offering rapid (dis)connection of wagons and locos and digital communication and 
energy supply throughout the train, is the technology of choice to enable automation and to overcome rail capacity 
issues, to offer more attractive services to customers, to increase rail freight quality and to decrease operating costs.

This new digital solution will also increase substantially worker’s safety by automating manual processes. Better working 
conditions will improve the attractiveness of the rail sector for workers. 

These effects will be implemented via the DAC/Full Digital Freight Train Operations use cases (see next pages).

This will put rail freight into a position to deliver on the European Green Deal, to save transport energy and to create 
additional value for our economy.
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Introduction

Disclaimer / preconditions for DAC implementation

DAC deployment will require regulatory intervention (e. g. TSI) for synchronization of all concerned actors and can 
only start when all preconditions for a successful DAC migration are met:

• DAC preparedness for new built vehicles ensured

• retrofittable fleet and exemptions clarified

• proven technical/operational DAC useability, according to target operational processes and offering the required 
reliability & availability & safety

• tailor-made efficient authorisation processes implemented

• clear commitment of all stakeholders including customers to DAC migration and to DAC business case

• operational migration concept defined

• clear commitment of European Union and EU Member States to financially support DAC migration on a large scale

• clear commitment of all stakeholders to a realistic financing concept, providing fair financing conditions for all
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Introduction

Who does what on DAC?

The DAC technology and its migration were elaborated in the 8 Work Packages of the European DAC Delivery 
Programme EDDP enabled by Europe’s Rail, uniting more than 230 participants (from > 80 companies & 20 countries).

The technical development of DAC & main DAC applications up to a level ready for deployment will take place in the 
Europe’s Rail Innovation Pillar Flagship Project 5 “Full Digital Freight Train Operations” until end-2025. 

The EDDP will focus on the further migration / implementation planning and lay the foundation for DAC deployment.
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Introduction

How would DAC be implemented?

The chosen DAC technology is – for various reasons, e. g. worker’s safety – not compatible with the classical UIC screw 
coupler. 

Operation of DAC and screw coupler in one network must, for operational reasons, be limited to a very short time period. 

DAC migration will be rather uncomplicated for block trains/shuttles not interfering with the mixed network but will 
require a very good “big bang” orchestration (and most likely synchronizing regulation) for the mixed traffic. 

For details on DAC migration see the respective pages. 

Some migration decisions (e. g. direct migration to DAC type 5 and/or “DAC 5 ready” preparation yes/no, which technology 
package to be deployed in the first wave etc.) can only be taken after successfully proven technological/ processual 
feasibility in the ER JU’s FP5 (in 2025). This will determine the possible technology-in-use step during the big bang.

DAC deployment is aimed at starting 2026 and to be accomplished in 2030 (under the mentioned preconditions).
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Introduction

Why a Cost-Benefit Analysis and why a sector consultation?

The introduction of a DAC in European Rail Freight would constitute a major transformation of the European rail system, 
require considerable investments and allow, over time, considerable benefits.

Before any deployment decision can be taken (on political as well as business level), a Cost-Benefit Analysis needs to 
demonstrate the positive effects and bearable costs of such a DAC deployment for all concerned stakeholders.

In order to put the rail freight sector into a position to agree on the findings, this document explains the methodology 
applied to assess the DAC effects on the European rail freight business, its boundary conditions and limitations, its 
benefit and cost positions and how they materialise/are distributed among the different rail freight business areas.

The sector consultation invites the European rail actors to give feedback on the work done and to identify elements 
potentially omitted or assessed incorrectly in order to establish one common European view on the DAC usefulness, its 
business case and financing/funding needs.
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Benefits = 

gains in the
processes

(time, 
system time, 
cost savings, 

capacity, 
reliability, 

quality, 
safety)

+ induced 
modal shift

DAC Core system

› Automated coupling & manual uncoupling 
and digital backbone

› Recording of train composition
› Automatic (remote) uncoupling
› Heavier & longer trains (within existing infra limitations)
› Increased payload
› Increased speed via improved longitudinal forces

Use cases: DAC Core system and DAC applications
(Full Digital Freight Train Operations)
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DAC train preparation

› Automatic brake test & 
calculation of brake capacity

› Automated technical wagon 
inspection

DAC shunting

› Automated parking brake
› Draining of auxiliary air tanks 
› Automated air valve
› Rear view camera for train driver
› Proximity detection
› Sound signals when train in motion

DAC train run
› Tail light (train integrity prior OTI function)
› Train end device (intermediate solution?)
› Vital on train integrity (OTI), enabling ETCS L3 

moving block operations
› Increased speed via better braking performance
› Multiple loco traction and trains up to 1500m
› Derailment detection

DAC telematics
(wagon & goods monitoring)

› Predictive / preventive maintenance

› detection of cargo condition

› Cargo surveillance, intrusion alarm
› Wagon data & loading information 

on mobile device

DAC loading
& unloading

› Automatic loading/unloading processes (replacement
of hydr/pneum components, electro-mechanical actuators 
for bridge plates, automated cargo securing, heating 
elements for defrosting, …) via ext. energy supply

› illumination for worker's safety & interior

Operations without bleeding remains an 
option



Europe’s Rail Governing Board
European Union (EC), ED & Founding Members

Observers: SRG Chair, SC Chair, ERA

Executive Director
Europe’s Rail Programme Office

European DAC Programme Board
System & Innovation Programme Board

European DAC Programme Manager

European DAC Programme Coordination

European DAC Supervisory Board
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WP1 Technology, Standards and Operation
WP2 Testing, Demonstration & Pilot projects
WP3 Migration Plan
WP4 Infrastructure, Rail System Capacity and Green Deal
WP5 Costs, Business Case and Financing
WP6 Communication and Dissemination
WP7 Intelligent Rail Freight (future additional automation)
WP8 Authorisation strategy for retrofit of wagons & locos

The EDDP structure

› Programme Managers

› Eight different Work Packages (Leader + co-Leader each)

› Two decision-making bodies
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84 DIFFERENT ORGANISATIONS (04/22) 

> 232 PARTICIPANTS

20 DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

ORGANISATIONS BY TYPE

RUs/
IMs

IMs WKs
INDU-
STRY

OTHER

13 3 16 17 35

USA: 2 observers

w/o US, UK

as per 21/06/22

EDDP – the European DAC platform
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DAC Cost Benefit Analysis: Foundations

The cost benefit analysis is aligned with guidelines from European Commission: 
“Guide to cost-benefit analysis of investment projects” from December 2014.

“CBA is an analytical tool to be used to appraise an investment decision in order to assess the welfare change 
attributable to it and, in so doing, the contribution to EU […] policy objectives. The purpose of CBA is to 
facilitate a more efficient allocation of resources, demonstrating the convenience for society of a particular 
intervention rather than possible alternatives.”

In a CBA, two scenarios are compared:
• A baseline scenario, which is not a do-nothing scenario, but rather the most realistic scenario without the investment

• A project scenario (with possible variants), which is considering the investment
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Scope of the CBA
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Scenarios

• For the baseline scenario, the investments and the new legal framework foreseen in 
the “Sustainable and smart mobility strategy” have been considered.

• Several project scenarios have been considered, based on DAC combined with different 
set of additional components leading to extra functionalities (see “use cases”)

Timing
• As recommended in the CBA guidelines, the timeframe considered for large railway 

projects is 30 years, starting with the first year of investment (2026-2055).

Geographical 
scope

• The geographical scope considered in the CBA is the EU27 + Switzerland + Norway + 
United Kingdom. Countries with 1520mm / 1524mm gauge are excluded from the 
analysis.



DAC technical packages considered in the CBA

Tech 
package

DAC 4
Communi-

cation 
backbone

Train com-
position 

detection

Draining 
valve for 
auxiliary
air tanks

Automated 
air valve

DAC 5
Automate
brake test

Automated 
technical 

wagon 
inspection

Tail light 
(control 
device)

1 X X X X X

2 X X X X X X

3 X X X X X X X

4 X X X X X X X X X

› Loco hybrid coupler included in all scenarios

› Tech package bundles are proposals, can be easily changed

› Benefits and costs of tech package 4 require further scrutiny

(note: info on benefits from data added value through comm. technology still lacking. Needs further investigation)
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Overall approach (1/2)
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• There are four main categories of inputs in the CBA:
• Macro-economic assumptions, giving the potential growth of freight flows to be carried in Europe per category of good and 

per mode of transport considering other initiatives (such as the deployment of all projects identified on the nine Core 
Network Corridors), by 2030 and 2050. More information on traffic forecast can be found in the appendix.

• Direct costs, which include the CAPEX of DAC and additional components, but also the impact of the deployment phase on 
the OPEX of Railway Undertakings

• Direct benefits, such as the time saved in train operations, which are then translated into improved asset utilization and 
modal shift through new market opportunities, e. g. due to shorter transport times

• Indirect benefits, such as modal shift, the potential increase of capacity on the network, etc.

• Several sources have been used to collect those inputs:
• Studies and existing database, at EU and national level

• The other work packages from the European DAC Delivery Programme (EDDP)

• Interviews with stakeholders

• The overall framework of the analysis is summarized in the following slide.

• The detailed assumptions on costs and benefits are presented in Appendix



Overall approach (2/2)
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Shunting & train 

preparation

Train run

Maintenance of 

wagons

Direct benefits

DAC deployment 

costs & migration 

plan

Additional 

components

Direct costs

Macro economic assumptions

Indirect benefits

CBA calculator

Modal shift

Externalities & 

safety

Impact on reliability, 

flexibility

WKs, RUs

RUs, IMs

RUs, IMs, shippers

RUs, IMs, shippers

WP1 

(Case studies)

Generic : GDP 

growth, inflation…

Sector specific: rail 

freight traffic, 

existing traffic 

forecast, etc.

WP2+3 

WP7 

WP4

Capacity

Extra OPEX during 

migration



Structure of CBA calculator
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The CBA has been calculated in an Excel mode. The structure is shown below,

Each block represents one sheet, providing a sequential and logical model to alter the baseline situation.

The assessed scenario can be adjusted by changing the scenario input parameter.
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Interpretation of results

• This CBA integrates all available information at 27/09/2022

• It is NOT a completed CBA, as the work of other work packages which are used as an input for the 
CBA are not finalised yet. Some open points and data need to be reviewed, complemented and 
validated (which will take place in EDDP, as up to now)

• Information was typically fragmented and incomplete. Despite continuous efforts, data quality 
can be improved. Feedback is warmly welcomed.

• The transport forecast is partially based on a policy goal: the doubling rail of freight by 2050
It presumes an average annual growth of ~2.3%. Important factor to properly interpret results.

• The CBA does provide an insight into the direction and magnitude of what DAC implies for the 
rail sector
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Key points to be integrated and/or considered qualitatively
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14 use cases (e.g. derailment detection, 
see appendix) have not been assessed.
Nor have their associated component costs 
been considered due to data gaps.

Update cost assessment of final DAC design
Update assessment of coupler costs

Final assessment of DAC maintenance
Final assessment of DAC reliability

Final assessment administrative and 
possible authorisation costs

Time savings and conversion factors –
values depend on how successfully the 
railway system as a whole adapts to DAC 
and target processes. Ongoing discussions.

Using updated insights, the CBA may become more positive or negative.
All depends on how the new numbers relate to those used today

Update implementation cost assessment 
based on final implementation plan, 
including e. g. staff training costs



What is NOT considered by this CBA
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Cost of replacing broken, unused and 
obsolete material

The detailed monetised impacts of energy 
savings. Volatility in prices (2026 – 2055) 
strongly complicates such exercise

Possible use cases that have not been 
endorsed by the EDDP

Allocation of benefits & costs to 
specific groups, including railway 
undertakings, infrastructure managers, 
shippers, government and public 
institution…
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Structure of results

• Scenarios

• Four technology packages, ranging from 'basic' DAC4 to DAC5 with range of components

• Implementation start and duration, including when the 'big bang' occurs

• Rolling Stock retrofit strategy provided by EDDP WP3

• Migration scenarios are NOT yet fully incorporated in the CBA today due to ongoing 
discussions on implementation and data gaps
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Main results per tech package
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Selection also 
depending on 
availability of 
deployment-
ready, reliable 
“D” products at 
start of migration

Package 4 benefits 
and costs require 
further elaboration

Main conclusions for all technical packages based on the current findings:
1) DAC project is very beneficial from a societal perspective (30y)
2) For a positive business case (10y), public financial support is required
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How to reply to the consultation

• Please use the below link to the survey:

EUSurvey - Survey (europa.eu)

• Please note that the survey also allows you to upload additional
information or documents, e.g. position papers or studies

• You can also contact the following people:
• Mitchell van Balen mitchell.vanbalen@era.europa.eu
• Leonardo Dongiovanni leonardo.dongiovanni@ec.europa.eu
• Nicolas Gohel nicolas.gohel@blue-arches.com
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Baseline
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32

21% tkm 34% trips

53% tkm 45% trips

26% tkm 21% trips

SWL

Block

IT*

Shares of each production system 
as part of European total

SWL trips are shorter & less heavy, leading to relatively 
more trips per tkm

453 billion
tonne-kilometre

European rail transport performance 
(2019)

Estimated using numerous European and national 
statistical sources

Transport statistics

4.9 million
train trips

* IT = Intermodal Traffic



Train trip analysis
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Forecast per production system based on 
OECD – ITF Transport Outlook 2021

Increase from 450 btkm to over 900 btkm
Aligned with EU Green Deal objectives

Transport forecast



Transport forecast
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Charts show the forecasted 
production system shares for 
2030 and 2050 per country

Baseline figures determined 
per country, using various 

sources. 

Uncertainty highest for share 
of SWL traffic.

Forecasts in line with OECD / 
EU scenario.



• 178 k CWS wagons derived from 6 RUs data*
• 6 RUs represent about 71 % of CWS according to 

estimates of single wagonload share from 
Eurostat & PwC study on SWL for each country

• Correction of overlap effects

36

*Cut-off: all wagons with >6 movements in CWS trains (loaded or empty) in 2019
Source: EDDP WP 3, Wagon movement data of 6 RU; Eurostat; PwC study on SWL in Europe

Methodology

• Estimated based on response to EDDP WP3 data 
request and gap analysis to GCU broker 

• No adjustment applied for potential growth of 
sector between 2019 and time of migration

ESTIMATE

100%

46%

54% • Resulting Non-CWS fleet

460

250

178 32

Non-CWS
wagons

Total

210
CWS

wagons

• Large wagon fleet 
size main driver for 
overall migration 
effort

• Large uncertainty 
about technical 
preparedness for 
wagon retrofit 
remains

• Assumption: 30%
of wagons not 
suitable for 
standard retrofit

Movement data 
from 6 RUs

Extrapolation

Rolling stock - wagons



37Source: SCI Verkehr database provided for DACcelerate WP4

21%

2,4

22%

8%

19%

21%

< 1972

2002 - 11

16%

7,9

5%

32%

Shunting

1972 - 81

10,3

35%

25%

6%

1982 - 91

13%

1992 - 01

13%

2012 - 21

Diesel
mainline

9%28%

Electric
mainline

10%

8%

9%
Year of
produc-
tion

Units in thousands

Fleet diversity
in loco types repre-
senting 80% of fleet

18 19 >90

• European locomotive fleet 
overview gathered through 
provision of SCI database

• Assessment of DAC retrofit 
complex due to

− High share of very old fleet 
esp. in diesel segment with 
missing vendor support

− High fleet diversity

• As many loco types are used by 
multiple RUs / keepers, coordi-
nated technical assessment for 
retrofit suggested in order to save 
time / effort

Rolling stock - locos



Costs
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Migration – key principles

• Two types of fleets:

• “Core wagonload system” CWS: wagons in mixed traffic, used in often changing compositions (e. g. single 
wagon load)

• “Non-core wagon load system” non-CWS: wagons in relatively stable compositions (e. g. block/shuttle trains)

• CWS 'big-bang’: approx. 210,000 wagons (according to first insights). 
After careful preparation, a very short period (2-3 weeks) to convert the entire CWS fleet towards DAC, using 
different additional “tricks”. Minimal loss of operations.

Scenario assumption is a “big bang” retrofit to DAC 2 level, followed by a rapid upgrade to DAC 5 in a very short 
period after big bang. The success in technology and authorisation process development in the ER JU Flagship 
Project 5 might change this scenario to a direct DAC 5 migration in big bang, which currently cannot be guaranteed.

• non-CWS: approx. 250,000 wagons (according to first insights). Goes through gradual retrofit, aligned to the 
greatest extent with maintenance cycles. Direct migration to DAC 5 is assumed in the model due to sufficient time 
in workshops for DAC 5 installation and authorisation.

• Wagons shall be retrofitted to the greatest possible extent to minimise scrapping and dual operations. 
Economically / technically justified exceptions need to be analysed and defined.
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The current overall DAC migration strategy
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DAC ready to DAC
Pop-up workshop

Wagon pairs
(long & short term)

Pop-up w.            Short term separation              Pop-up w.

460

„DAC ready“

210
Mixed 
traffic
(CWS)

250
block
trains/ 

shuttles
(Non-CWS)

Pop-up w. Pop-up w.

time
Condensed view Condensed viewStretched view

Screw coupling DAC ready Wagon pair DACColor code:

Indicative numbers and simplified

Partly via DAC ready 
(color not shown)
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Loco retrofit mixed traffic
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Fleet structure by coupler mode, for different migration durations

EDDP preferred scenario
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CAPEX – coupler cost

The cost of a coupler is estimated at 
€5’000/unit. As a reminder, 2 couplers are 
required per wagon and per locomotive (one 
on each side). On top of that, the costs of 
mounting the coupler have to be considered. 
However, these costs can vary according to 
the design of the wagon or the locomotive 
(basic and complex).
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CAPEX – other costs
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• An extra cost for new wagons and locomotives equipped with DAC (compared with the cost of a 
wagon/locomotive equipped with screw couplers) has also been considered: 3 500 € / wagon and 
€8’000 €/ locomotive

• Another extra cost of €5000/wagon for wagons which are not going to be equipped with DAC has 
also been considered, as there will be some extra cost to keep on operating those wagons:

• Cost to isolate the screw couplers wagons from the rest of the fleet

• Transportation costs to bring those wagons in the right location

• Loss of economic value of wagons due to limited scope of operations
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CAPEX – additional components
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Communication component costs

Wagon communication unit incl. power management and battery 800

2nd wagon communication unit (redundant) 400

Cloud communication unit 200

Apps management unit (calculation power for all use cases) 1500

2nd apps management unit (calculation power for all use cases), redundant 1000

Retrofit costs 70

Other Cost

Automated venting device 300

Automated venting device-retrofit costs 70

Automatic braking test device 700

Automatic braking test device-retrofit costs 875

Automatic uncoupling (type 5) actuator (per wagon) 1600

Automatic uncoupling (type 5) actuator-retrofit costs (per wagon) 280

Automated parking brake system 2000

Automated parking brake system-retrofit costs 350

Train integrity function & train composition determination 700

Train integrity function & train composition determination-retrofit costs 175

Wagon telematics 1000

Wagon telematics-retrofit costs 175

Video gate – counts N/A

Video gate – cost 150 000



CAPEX – additional components
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• The cost of each technical package (including cost of the coupler) is summarized in the figure 
below:
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CAPEX – infrastructure & IT systems
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• A unit cost of 5 000 € / bumper has been used in the CBA.

• The number of buffer stops at EU + CH + NO + UK level has been estimated from the number of 
buffer stops in Germany and Austria (only known values), using the length of lines / country.

• The total number of buffer stops in geographical scope is estimated at ~ 83 000.

• An investment for adapting the IT systems of railway undertakings to accommodate the new 
functionalities enabled by DAC has also been considered in 2026, with a total cost of €600 million.
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OPEX – recurring costs
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• Recurring costs correspond to additional OPEX due to extra maintenance costs for DAC, estimated 
at 300 € / wagon and 200 €/ locomotive.
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OPEX – one-off costs
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The whole fleet is not expected to be 
equipped with DAC, because it would be too 
complex, or because some wagons or 
locomotives are too old and their remaining 
life expectancy does not justify to equip them 
with DAC. Therefore, those wagons / loco will 
need to be scrapped before the end of their 
life duration, leading to a write off in the 
books of the owner of the fleet. The following 
values have been considered:
• 25 000 € / wagon
• 50 000 € / locomotive
The number of loco to be scrapped has not 
been assessed yet (cost = 0 at this stage).



OPEX – one-off costs – loss of revenue during migration

Assumption

• The very crude assumption is that if SWL system is longer than 4 weeks out of operations, the 
entire SWL business comes to a standstill (customers change permanently to e.g. road transport)

• Cost of each year of parallel operations (temporary loss of revenue)

• Recovery loss of revenue (after implementation is completed) can be assumed to be 30% of 
temporary revenue loss for implementation duration x 2. However, it is assumed that the 
implementation strategy will prevent such a situation from occurring.

Total Block IT SWL Total

Share tkm (WP5) 53% 26% 21% /

Revenue (est. bnEUR from RMMS 2018) 8.6 4.2 3.4 16.25

Loss due to too long retrofit period (WP3) 0% 0% 100% /

Revenue loss (bnEUR) 0 0 3.4 3.4
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Benefits
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Agenda - benefits

• Benefits
• Direct benefits

• Time

• Capacity in terminals

• Capacity – trips saved

• Capacity on the infrastructure

• Capacity – wagons saved

• Trackside savings

• Safety

• Indirect benefits
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Time benefit
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• DAC is expected to lead to a decrease in the time of shunting activities but also in the preparation 
of the train.

• In order to assess this time benefit, operational processes for different categories of traffic (block 
trains, single wagon load, combined transport) have been defined with the support of experts 
from the sector.

• Then, interviews have been carried out in order to assess the time for each step of the process.

• The following slides present:

• The conceptual framework of operation for block trains, single wagon load and combined transport

• The detailed process and the sample of data used for calculation

• The total time today (without DAC) for customer sidings and departure sidings, small marshalling yards, big 
marshalling yards and combined transport terminals



Time benefit – conceptual framework
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6060

Process Sub-process Unit

general assumptions walking to and from the train  --
x x x

train de-initialisation  --

arrival notice per train

Handover of shipping documents  --

putting safety stop (wagon) per train

Uncoupling Loco per train

train inspection at train arrival per train

optional: check/recording train composition per wagon

Couple Shunting Loco per loco

Remove rear train end signal per train

removal of safety stop (wagon) per train
x x x

putting safety stop (wagon) per train

Uncoupling Shunting Loco per loco

Uncoupling per wagon
x x x

check/recording of wagon list per wagon

Couple Shunting Loco per loco

Backing mov. of wagons (by shunting loco) flat-rate

Coupling per wagon

Couple Shunting Loco per loco

Simplified brake test within shunting operations per train 

Uncouple  Shunting Loco - shunting mode ends per loco
x x x

Couple Main Line Loco per loco

full brake test  per wagon

train inspection full after coupling per train
x x x

Putting train rear end signal per train

Handover of shipping documents  --

train initialisation --

removal of safety stop (wagon) per train

departure notice in IT system per  train

train arrival

train departure

train splitting up/ shunting 

in customer sidings

train preparation

train preparation - 

shunting

Comprehensive analysis at subprocess level
Nine organisations contributed, located across Europe, 
representing approx. 30 to 55% of total European rail 

freight (depending on market segment)

Time benefit – process & sample



Customer & Departure siding

Combined transport terminal

Small marshalling yard

Big marshalling yard
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Time benefit – actual time per category of site and per stakeholder A-I



Time benefit – key assumptions (1/2)
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• The weighted average of the time of each company of the sample has been used for the baseline 
scenario.

• Then, for each technical package, a new time for each step of the process has been assessed.

• The next issue is to translate these time gains into €. Indeed, the fact that you save 1 hour thanks 
to DAC does not mean that you will be able for instance to save one shunting locomotive or one 
shunting staff. For instance, in a marshalling yards with 3 people per shift (8 hours) and one 
shunting locomotive, DAC will not enable you to save anything.

• The increase on the number of trains thanks to DAC is facing a similar issue: gaining 1 or 2 hours 
in shunting and train preparation might not be sufficient to produce a new train systematically.

• Nevertheless, also considering that DAC will never allow an improvement in the use of the asset 
would not be realistic. Therefore, some conversion factors have been introduced in order to 
translate the total time gain into monetized time gains.



Time benefit – key assumptions (2/2)
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• The overall logic of translating time benefits into € is the following:

• Railway operations have been split in different categories of staffs and assets: operational staff, shunting 
locomotives, main line locomotives, main line drivers and wagons

• For each category of staff / asset, a conversion factor has been introduced, in order to translate the total time saved 
into time saved leading to increased productivity of staff / asset

• Then, this time has been multiplied by a cost / hour, in order to translate time savings into euros

• The results on time savings per tech package and the detailed assumptions on conversion factors 
are summarized in the following slides.
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Time benefit – time for baseline and technical packages (in hours)

Block IT SWL

Baseline Tech package 1

4,97
4,66

4,074,04
3,62

3,26

Tech package 2 Tech package 3 Tech package 4

3,81
3,46

3,043,01
2,77

2,33

1,73
1,40

1,14



Time benefit – how to translate time benefits into euros
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Time benefits

Savings in 
operational staff

Savings in 
shunting loco

Savings for main 
line loco

Savings for main 
line driver

Time benefit -
shunting

Time benefit –
arrival, preparation

& departure

Do we have to distinguish different
categories of operational staff? Planners, 
drivers of shunting loco, shunting staff?

Savings in 
wagons

Conversion factor 1

Conversion factor 2

Conversion factor 3

Conversion factor 4

Conversion factor 5

Savings does not always mean that
you will decrease the number of 

shunting locomotives for instance, 
it means that you will increase the 

productivity of your assets - Cost of staff / hour

- Cost of shunting loco / hour

- Cost of main line loco / hour

- Cost of main line driver / hour

- Cost of a wagon / hour
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Time benefits

Savings in 
operational staff

Savings in 
shunting loco

Savings for main 
line loco

Savings for main 
line driver

Time benefit -
shunting

Time benefit –
arrival, preparation

& departure

In the model, the conversion factors
can be differentiated / type of train

Savings in 
wagons

60%

40%

20%

20%

20%

- Cost of staff / hour

- Cost of shunting loco / hour

- Cost of main line loco / hour

- Cost of main line driver / hour

- Cost of a wagon / hour

Time benefit – conversion factors for all types of train



Time benefit – monetized time savings

*Conversion factor for operation staff at 80% for tech packages with DAC567



Agenda - benefits

• Benefits
• Direct benefits

• Time

• Capacity in terminals

• Capacity – trips saved

• Capacity on the infrastructure

• Capacity – wagons saved

• Trackside savings

• Safety

• Indirect benefits
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Capacity - Terminals

“Study on infrastructure 
capacity reserves for CT”

Transshipment
volume for the top 25 

transport areas in 
Europe in 2002

Transshipment
capacity in 2002

Transshipment
volume for the top 25 

transport areas in 
Europe in 2015 

(forecast)

Eurostat 2004-2019
Annual CAGR 

02-15 (forecast)

Annual CAGR 
04-15 (actual)

Annual CAGR 
04-19 (actual)

Comparison

Revised transshipment
volume for the top 25 

transport areas in Europe in 
2019 (forecast)

Transshipment volume for 
the top 25 transport areas in 

Europe in 2050 (forecast)

WP5 transport 
forecast

Transshipment
capacity in 2002

Capacity gap 
= # of missing

terminal

“2020 Report on 
Combined Transport in 

Europe”

Adjustement

Additional terminal capacity key benefit

• Less time in terminal = greater capacity

• Greater capacity reduces need for
additional infrastructure investments

• Current versus forecasted capacity used to 
assess new terminals 'saved'

Initial expert feedback indicated no large benefit 
for shunting yards.
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Capacity – Trips saved

• Longer and heavier trains enable trip optimisation

• Few countries indicated that gains could be achieved 
(At least on the short term, due to infra restrictions)

• Estimate on how higher capacity would lead to trips saved

BLOCK IT SWL

AT 0.04% 0.04% 0.05%

BE 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

BG 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CH 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CT 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

CZ 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

DE 0.90% 1.00% 0.90%

DK 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

EE 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

EL 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

ES 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

FI 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

FR 0.00% 0.00% 5.90%

HR 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

HU 0.26% 0.43% 0.33%

IE 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

IT 2.13% 2.13% 2.13%

LT 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

LU 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

LV 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

NL 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

NO 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

PL 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

PT 36.00% 36.00% 36.00%

RO 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

SE 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

SI 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

SK 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

UK 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%
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Capacity on the infrastructure – generic considerations
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• The DAC CBA is aligned with the “Sustainable and smart mobility strategy” which considers 
infrastructure investments (completion of TEN T) and policy objectives (doubling of rail freight 
traffic by 2050)

• Those investments will have an impact on capacity

• Therefore, a capacity increase is considered in the baseline of the CBA

• Moreover, DAC is not sufficient to provide capacity increase: ETCS level 3 is also required.

• Therefore, it is very difficult to assess properly a share of capacity increase to be allocated to DAC

• Nevertheless, the lack of capacity is a critical issue today for freight RUs, it is very important to 
take an assumption in the CBA



Capacity on the infrastructure – generic considerations
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• Usually, capacity issue can be assessed in the following way:

• Gcref represents the generalized cost in the 
reference scenario with no capacity 
constraints

• Gcref + π represents the generalized cost with 
the capacity constraints, which can be seen as 
an extra cost (π)

• π is usually assessed using a traffic modelling 
tool

• Unfortunately, there is no modelling tool 
available yet



Capacity on the infrastructure – information available on capacity
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• DAC combined with ETCS level 3 is expected to bring significant capacity increase on the 
infrastructure

• A study is ongoing under WP6 (with OBB and RINA)

• A first result on a fictive situation showed that capacity increase could reach 30%

• Additional results will be available in September / October on the Brennero corridor



Capacity on the infrastructure – results of the survey
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• A short survey on capacity issues on the 
railway network has been carried out 
beginning of September 2022.

• Two questions were asked for each market 
segment (block trains, intermodal, single 
wagon load):

1) Is there a capacity issue?

2) If yes, could you assess the unsatisfied demand?

• 7 answers could be collected. Answers are 
shown in the figures on this slide.

1

Intermodal trains

6

Yes

6

Single wagon load

1

Block trains

No

6

1

Are you facing some capacity issues (lack of slots)?

The only “no” 
is coming 

from an IM

Block trains

15% 16%

26%

Single wagon loadIntermodal trains

Could you assess the unsatisfied demand per market 
segment due to capacity constraints on the infrastructure?



Capacity on the infrastructure – assumptions used in the CBA
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It is considered that only 95% of the target 
traffic of the “Sustainable and smart mobility 
strategy” can be achieved without DAC, as 
DAC is one of the element of the strategy.

The logic is the following:
• The maximum theoretical capacity 

increase is 30% (based on WP6)
• A conservative value of only half of this 

capacity increase is proposed (15%)
• The other key assumption is the share of 

this extra capacity increase which will be 
assigned to DAC; it is set at 1/3, leading to 
a very conservative value of 5% of capacity 
increase for rail freight thanks to DAC
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Capacity – wagons saved

• Policy objective is to double rail freight by 2050

• More wagons are needed to transport that amount of goods

• Currently, the utilisation rate of wagons is rather low and substantial
efficiency gains are anticipated

• On top of that, DAC will enable even greater utilisation rates because of 
lower times in sites

• Under the baseline scenario a 33% increase of wagons is forecasted by 
2050. Depending on the tech packages, a 2 to 6 percentage point reduction
on that wagon fleet growth is modelled

• Hence, the higher utilisation rates lead to a reduction of investment in new 
rolling stock
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Trackside savings

• DAC enables the hybrid L3 
concept (link)

• With DAC, reduced trackside
train detection

• CAPEX reduction of 30kEUR / 
track x km

• OPEX reduction of 5% for TDD 
maintenance

• Savings incrementally
materialise along the TEN-T 
network between 2030 and 
2055
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https://ertms.be/sites/default/files/2022-02/16E0421E_HL3%20%28clean%29.docx
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Safety

83

• No complete
assessment could be
made on safety
impacts

• Working assumption is
that risks increase
during DAC 
implementation e.g. 
on terminals and 
shunting yards



Safety
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• After implementation, 
railway operations
become substantially
safer, as fewer manual
operations needs to 
be performed.

• Particularly fewer staff 
(serious) injuries



Safety

Safety statistics gathered from the 
Common Safety Indicators. 

Forecast shows baseline evolution.

Type EUR (2019)

Value of preventable 
fatalities

3,192,919

Value of preventable 
serious injury

486,161

Value of preventable 
derailment

1,123,036
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Modal shift effects

• Point considered for period 2020 – 2050:
• Modal shift elasticity road-rail

• Focus on IT and SWL

• Taking into consideration elasticity to price and to quality (access to new market 
segments thanks to DAC)

• Comparative cost position rail versus road
• Influenced by DAC. Also by innovations in road sector

• Externality costs based on CE Delft (2019)
• Road (including forecast in light of electrification of road transport)

• Rail (including forecast on rail innovations)

• Delta Road - Rail
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Focus on CO2 emissions

• Emissions of GHG of transport (source: European Environment 
Agency, 2018):

• Road transport: 137 gCO2 / tkm

• Rail transport: 24 gCO2 / tkm

• Total savings / year thanks to DAC: approx. 5 MT / year (roughly 10% 
of the annual emission of a country like Sweden, Finland or Bulgaria)

• 140 MT over 30 years

• Total emission of transport sector in EU27 in 2019: 850 MT CO2, incl. 800 MT 
for road and 200 MT for trucks
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Access to new market segments thanks to DAC – example of SWL
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• Single wagon load traffic is expected to benefit
strongly from DAC

• The demand accessible for SWL is expected to 
increase significantly, as SWL will become competitive
against road thanks to a higher reliability, more 
flexibility, lower transport time

• Unfortunately, there is no data to assess this potential
impact

• A default assumption of 0.5% of extra traffic has been 
used in the CBA at this stage. This value might be
updated later with the output from consultation or 
when more results from WP4 will be available.



Energy savings estimation

• An estimation was made on the DAC induced energy savings over 25 years, 
resulting from modal shift effects only, assuming current efficiency figures

• This calculation is not included in the CBA, as the potential energy savings are 
embedded in the economic surplus

• 313 Terawatt hours approximates the annual energy consumption in Italy

Variable Value Source

Total Modal shift (tkm) 1,210,772,883,519 Version 7.3 - WP5. Tech Pack 3

MJ/tkm rail freight 0.30 DB

MJ/tkm road freight 1.23 DB

MJ saved - modal shift 1,126,018,781,673

In terawatt hour 313
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https://ibir.deutschebahn.com/2021/en/group-management-report/green-transformation/climate-protection/energy-efficiency/
https://ibir.deutschebahn.com/2021/en/group-management-report/green-transformation/climate-protection/energy-efficiency/

